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Now available in paperback:

ACTS OF WORSHIP
Seven Stories
by Yukio Mishima • Translated by John Bester
Winner of the first Noma Prize for the translation of Japanese literature.
The flamboyance of Mishima's life and the fanaticism of his death have
dominated the public's memory of him. Now, twenty years later, this col-
lection of stories, which spans his entire career, is a timely reminder that
Mishima was, above all, a consummate writer whose work is an irreplace-
able part of world literature.

"Recommended for all collections of Japanese literature."—Choke
224 pages • $6.95 paperback • ISBN 870-11824-2

SUN AND STEEL
by Yukio Mishima • Translated by John Bester
Part autobiography, part reflections on the search for personal identity
and self-integration, SUN AND STEEL describes the tortuous path Mishima
took from his introverted childhood to creative maturity as acclaimed
novelist and playwright, accomplished swordsman, and self-proclaimed
conscience of post-war Japan.
"One of the twentieth century's outstanding statements of literary and
personal purpose."—Library Journal
108 pages • $5.95 paperback • ISBN 870-11425-5

New from one of the giants of
twentieth-century Japanese literature!

A CAT, A MAN AND TWO WOMEN
by Junichiro Tanizaki • Translated by Paul McCarthy
A humorous collection of stories—a novella and two shorter pieces—
distinguished by comic realism and variations on the author's favorite
theme: dominance and submission in private relationships.

"Tanizaki's literature is, above all, delicious like French or Chinese
cuisine."—Yukio Mishima

"A major literary figure...so widely read in his own country and so
acclaimed by critics to have seemed a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize."—The New York Times
192 pages • $18.95 hardcover • ISBN 870-11755-6

KODANSHA INTERNATIONAL
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10011

Kodansha is distributed by Farrar, Straus & Giroux
FOR MAIL ORDER: SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO KODANSHA INTERNATIONAL PLEASE ADD J2 .S0 PER
BOOK FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING PLUS APPLICABLE SALES TAX (N.Y. RESIDENTS ONLY). PLEASE ALLOW
FOUR WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. TO ORDER BY TELEPHONE (AMERICAN EXPRESS, VISA, MASTERCARD) CALL TOLL-
FREE 1-800-631-8571. (NEW JERSEY RESIDENTS 1-201-933-9292). PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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"A thoroughly researched and thoughtfully pre-
sented book on an important subject.... It en-
hances our understanding of the complexities of
Indo-American relations and of the ambiguities
of the American approach to economic develop-
ment generally."—Gary R. Hess

READ
AND THE BALLOT
The United States and India's Economic Development, 1947-1963

by Dennis Merrill
Dennis Merrill examines the origins and imple-
mentation of U.S. economic assistance programs
in India from independence in 1947 to the height
of John F. Kennedy's "development decade" in
1963.

By the early 1960s, India had become one of
the Third World's leading recipients of American
economic assistance. Yet, as Merrill demon-
strates, India remained dedicated to a non-
aligned status, and Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru's frequent criticism of U.S. foreign policy
tried the patience of Cold War strategists. Even
in the area of economic policy, the two nations
differed on a wide variety of developmental
issues. Thus, argues Merrill, the Indian case
offers a keen vantage point from which to ex-
plore modern American foreign policy and the
complexities of the foreign aid process.

approx. 300 pp., $39.95

available at bookstores or from
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS

Post Office Box 2288 / Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2288
Toll-free orders: 1-800-848-6224
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Key Data on
Asian Economies

Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Pacific 1989

This annual report provides fundamental data on the economic and social status of the region. By
compiling national data in a format which allows international comparision, the Yearbook allows
quicker and easier access to information. A wealth of data can be found for each country includ-
ing population, manpower, national accounts, agriculture, forestry and fishing, industry, energy
supplies, consumption, importation and communications, international and external trade, wages
and banking.
EM.llJ'.l 92-1-119553-5 $49.00 483 pp.

Statistical Indicators for Asia and the Pacific

This technical report is designed to provide monthly data as up to date as possible for the purpose
of assessment of the demographic and economic trends of the countries in the Asia and Pacific
region. It includes statistics on the industry, transport, external trade, CPI, money supply and
exchange rates as they are available.
E.89.I1J.19 92-1-119554-3 $10.00 80 pp.

Economic and Social Survey of Asia and the Pacific 1989

The survey provides an annual review of the economic and social trends within the Asian region.
It focuses on macroeconomic developments as well as reporting on the important financial, trade
and social trends.
E.90.I1S.4 92-1-119551-9 $20.00 184pp.

Small Industry Bulletin for Asia and the Pacific

The major theme of this bulletin is the promotion of export-oriented small and medium-scale
industries. The international transfer of technology and the planning and development of small-
scale industries are also discussed. A list of technical correspondents is also included.
E.89.HJ.9 92-1-119537-3 $13.50 108 pp.

SEND ORDERS TO:

United Nations Publications
Sales Section, Room DC2-853, Dept. 614, New York, N.Y. 10017

Tel. (800) 553-3210, (212) 963-8302 Fax (212) 963-3489
Please add 5%, $3.50 minimum for postage and handling

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

United Nations Publications
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Theater as Music
The Bunraku Play "Mt. Imo and Mt. Se: An Exemplary Tale of Womanly Virtue"

by C. Andrew Gerstle,

Kiyoshi Inobe,

and William P. Malm

Number 4
Michigan Monograph Series in Japanese Studies
$48.45, including two cassettes of the entire
"Mountains Scene" music and postage. Cloth only.

Center for Japanese Studies
University of Michigan
108 Lane Hall
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109

Issues

Studies
/I Journal of Chinese Studies and International Affairs

Published monthly under the auspices of the Institute of International Relations,
National Chengchi University, ISSUES & STUDIES is an interdisciplinary journal
devoted to the discussion and analysis of problems relating to Chinese Com-
munism and other Communist systems. The editors welcome manuscripts dealing
with international affairs in general and Communist systems in particular.

Annual subscription rates: Individuals, US$44.00 (surface mail), US$66.00 (air mail);
Institutions, US$64.00 (surface mail), US$86.00 (air mail).

Address for subscription: Editing & Publishing Department, Institute of International
Relations, 64 Wan Shou Road, Mucha 11625, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China

Tel.: (02) 939-4921 FAX: (02) 938-2133
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W E S T V I E W

China
People and Places in
the Land of One Billion
Christopher J. Smith
Informed by a geographer's
perspective, this text portrays
a vast country where distance
still acts as a major constraint
on social interaction, where
the population is so huge that
demand for resources almost
always outstrips supply, and
where regional variations
have produced a rich mosaic
of human and physical
characteristics.
Dec. 1990 • ca. 370 pp. •
$24.95 (pb) • $56 (he)

Second Edition

Government
and Politics in
South Asia
Craig Baxter,
Yogendra K. Malik,
Charles H. Kennedy,
& Robert C. Oberst
Praise for the first edition:
"Provides the first comprehen-
sive text for courses in South
Asian government and politics."

—N.D. Palmer, Choice
Dec. 1990- ca. 413 pp. •
$24.95 (pb) • $55 (he)

Premodern
Japan
A Historical Survey
Mikiso Hane
This newly revised edition,
drawn from Professor Hane's
classic text, presents a rich ac-
count of early Japanese his-
tory for students.
Nov. 1990 • ca. 256 pp. •
$14.95 (pb) • $36.95 (he)

Asian
Perspectives
on Human
Rights
Claude E. Welch, Jr.
& Virginia A. Leary,
editors
"Makes a useful contribution to
understanding international
human rights by collecting
several insightful essays that
reflect the extraordinary diver-
sity of religious, cultural, and
other outlooks in South Asia and
Southeast Asia."

—David Weissbrodt
University of Minnesota

Oct. 1990 • ca. 314 pp • $39.50 (sc)

Government
and Politics
in South Asia

Craig Baxter, Yogendra K. Malik,
Charles K. Kennedy, and Robert C. Obent

Westview Press

CHINA'S
"OPENING71

TO THE
OUTSIDE WORLD

•imetit
Capital ism

China's
"Opening" to
the Outside
World
The Experiment with
Foreign Capitalism
Robert Kleinberg
"A splendid and sobering piece
of scholarship, combining
theory and generalizations with
rigorous empirical analyse sf
foreign trade, foreign invest-
ment, and the Special Economic
Zones." —Samuel S. Kim,

Princeton University
July 1990 • 277 pp. • $14.95 (pb) •
$36.50 (he)

China and the
Challenge of
the Future
Changing Political
Patterns
Carol Lee Hamrin
"An extraordinary piece of work.
. ..it illuminates the policy
process of the reformers as no
other ivork now does."

—Michael Oksenburg,
University of Michigan

April 1990 • 257 pp. •
$18.50 (pb) • $26.50 (sc)

5500 Central Avenue
Westview Press

Boulder. CO 80301 • Phone: (303) 444-3541 • FAX: (303) 449-3356
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AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT
PUBLISHING SERVICE

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Vietnam's Intervention
in Cambodia
in International Law
GARY KLINTWORTH
A persuasive moral and legal case for the
Vietnamese action, written by an
international lawyer and strategic analyst.
1990 200 pp. $24.95 pb

by the same author

China's Modernization
The Strategic Implications for the
Asia-Pacific Region.
1989 127 pp. $14.95 pb

Visits to Australia by
Nuclear Powered for
Armed Vessels
Contingency Planning for
the Accidental Release of
Ionizing Radiation
Focuses on safety records and different
nuclear weapon accident scenarios.
1990 670 pp. $54.95 pb

Papua New Guinea
Economic Situation & Outlook
A brief survey of recent developments
and prospects.
1990 51pp. illus. $5.95 pb

U.S. Grain Policies and
the World Market
Explains why those policies are
generally unpopular and considers
possible reforms.
1990 286 pp. illus. $39.95 pb

Antarctic Journey
Three Artists in Antarctica
Paintings, drawings and prints by three
Australian artists who traveled to Heard
Island and Antarctica in 1987.
1990 50 pp. illus. color & b/w
$34.95 pb

Portfolio of
Aboriginal Art
Exceptional gift item for all who love
Aboriginal art ten fine prints on
glossy art paper suitable for framing.
1990 10 full-color prints & folder
$24.95

Exercise Kangaroo 89
Sketchbook
Illus. by JEFF ISAACS
Text by DAVID DONNELLY
Captures the action of the joint
Australian-U.S. military exercise
designed to protect Australia's
northern shores.
1990 48 pp. color & b/w illus.
$8.95p

Available in the U.S. & Canada from:
I . S . B . S . 5602 NE Hassalo St., Portland OR 97213

800-547-7735 FAX 503 284-8859
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FOCUS ON

My Tibet
Text by His Holiness the
Fourteenth Dalai Lama of Tibet
Photographs and Introduction by
Galen Rowell
One of the world's spiritual leaders and
the renowned wilderness photographer
combine their vision of Tibet in this
stunningly beautiful book. Essays by
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama appear with
Galen Rowell's dramatic images in a
moving presentation of the splendors of
Tibet's revered but threatened heritage.

"I accept the Nobel Peace Prize in a
spirit of optimism. . . . We must seek
change through dialogue and trust. It is
my heartfelt prayer that Tibet's plight
maybe resolved."

—His Holiness the Dalai Lama
"Rowell is an artist-adventurer, a risk-
taking athlete, and, more than all that,
a sensitive observer of people, animals
and plants."—The Wall Street Journal
$35.00

Nomads of
Western Tibet
The Survival of a Way of Life
Melvyn C. Goldstein and
Cynthia M. Beall
Goldstein and Beall studied a commu-
nity of roughly 300 western Tibetan
nomads, living with them at altitudes
above 16,000 feet in yak-hair tents,
weathering temperatures which reached
thirty to forty degrees below zero, drink-
ing butter-salt tea, and eating tsamba
(popped and ground barley) and mut-
ton. This copiously illustrated book is
a fascinating account of these remark-
able people, of their traditional way of
life, and their continuing struggle for
cultural survival in the aftermatn of the
Cultural Revolution.
$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

At bookstores or order toll-free 1-800-822-6657. Visa & MasterCard only.

University of California Press . Berkeley 94720
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MOTHER OF WRITING
The Origin and Development of
a Hmong Messianic Script
WILLIAM A. SMALLEY, CHIA KOUA VANG, and
GNIA YEE YANG
The fascinating story of how an unschooled farmer
who claimed to be descended from God presumably
developed a writing system for his people, the Hmong.

"Balancing the intellectual and spiritual, West and
East, Smalley presents the facts of the case with
dignity and wisdom."—Martha Ratliff, Wayne State
University
Paper $15.95 234 pages Illus.
Library cloth edition $39.95

THE WORK OF CULTURE
Symbolic Transformation in
Psychoanalysis and Anthropology
The Lewis Henry Morgan Lectures, 1982
GANANATH OBEYESEKERE
"Obeyesekere presents the most sophisticated and
important defense yet offered for the use of psycho-
analytic concepts cross-culturally. It represents his
commitment to the reconstruction of a generalizing
anthropological project after so many years of powerful
arguments for ethnographic particularism. This
volume is the document from which and with which
the viability of psychoanalytic anthropology will
henceforth be argued."—George Marcus, Rice
University
Paper $17.95 380 pages
Library cloth edition $49.95

THE SECRET OF THE THREE CITIES
An Introduction to Hindu Sakta Tantrism
DOUGLAS RENFREW BROOKS
The esoteric Hindu traditions of Tantrism have
profoundly influenced the development of Indian
thought and civilization. This accessible work
introduces the concepts and practices of Hindu Sakta
Tantrism to all those interested in Hinduism and the
comparative study of religion. Included is the first
English translation of the seminal work, Tripurd
Upanisadbhasya or The Secret of the Three Cities, by
the eighteenth-century Tantric intellectual,
Bhaskararaya.
Paper $18.95 328 pages
1 halftone, 13 line drawings, 34 tables
Library cloth edition $47.50

C H I C A G O
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637
At bookstores, or call: 1-800-621-2736. In Illinois: 312-568-1550
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Cambridge University Press
Discover Cambridge's growing list in South Asian Studies

New titles in Cambridge South Asian Studies Series

The Political Economy of
Commerce: Southern India
1500-1650
Sanjay Subrahmanyam
This book explores the relationship between long-
distance trade and the economic and political
structure of southern India in the sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries.
37180-5 Hardcover $54.50

Bonded Histories: Genealogies of
Labor Servitude in Colonial India
Gyan Prakash
"This work sets new standards for the comparative
study of colonial consciousness and provides a rich
sense of the historical context of post-colonial
relations of power in the Indian countryside." -
Arjun Appadurai, The Institute for Advanced Study
36278-4 Hardcover $44.50

The State of Martial Rule
The Origins of Pakistan's Political
Economy of Defence
Ayeshajalal
Using hitherto unpublished material, Jalal analyzes
the dialetic between state construction and political
processes in Pakistan in the first decade of the
country's independence.
37348-4 Hardcover $44.50

Hindu Nationalism and Indian
Politics
The Origins and Development of the
Bharatiya Jana Sangh
Bruce Graham
This book presents a comprehensive and perceptive
study of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh through the first
two decades of its history from 1951. Bruce Graham
examines the parry's founding doctrines, its
leadership and organization, and the issues with
which it was concerned.
38348-X Hardcover $44.50

New Titles in The New Cambridge History of
India Series

Now in paperback...

Indian Society and the Making of
the British Empire
C.A. Bayly
The past twenty years has seen a proliferation of
specialist scholarship on the period of India's
transition to colonialism. This volume provides a
synthesis of some of the most important themes to
emerge from this work and seeks in particular to
reassess the role of Indians in the politics and
economics of early colonialism.
38650-0 Paper $13.95

The Sikhs of the Punjab
J.S. Grewal
This important new contribution to the New
Cambridge History of India Series examines
chronologically the entire span of Sikh history from
prehistoric times to the present day.
26884-2 Hardcover about $34.50

Now in paperback...

The Politics of India Since
Independence
Paul Brass
The Politics of India Since Independence argues that
the Indian state, society and economy are in the
midst of a systematic crisis produced by the
excessive centralizing drives of a national leadership
determined to transform the country into a modern,
industrialized power.
The New Cambridge History of India IV :l
39651-4 Paper about $14.95
26613-0 Hardcover $34.50

At bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011. Call toll-free 800-872-7423 outside NY State.

800-227-0247, NY State only.
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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FOCUS ON

Monarchs and
Ministers
The Grand Council in Mid-Ch'ing China,
1723-1820
BEATRICE S. BARTLETT
"A major revision of the history of the
Grand Council, adding momentously to
our understanding of how the imperial
center adapted. It should... reshape our
notions of how Chinese imperial politics
changed between the 16th and the 19th
centuries.

—Jerry Dennerline, Amherst College
$45.00

Political Reform in
Post-Mao China
Democracy and Bureaucracy in a Leninist
State
BARRETT L. McCORMICK
Since the death of Mao the leadership of
the Chinese Communist Party has em-
barked on a series of ambitious political
reforms. Here, McCormick develops a
theory of Leninist states to explore the
prospect for these reforms.
$34.95

Front Revolutionary
Cadres to Party
Technocrats in
Socialist China
HONG YUNG LEE
Using a wide variety of sources previ-
ously unavailable, Lee offers for the first
time a theoretical and historical perspec-
tive on China's ruling elite, examining
their politics and the bureaucratic system
in which they participate.
Center for Chinese Studies $40.00

Passions of the Cut
Sleeve
The Male Homosexual Tradition in China
BRET HINSCH
In this first detailed treatment of the Chi-
nese homosexual tradition in any West-
ern language, Hinsch shatters precon-
ceptions and stereotypes. "Sheds light
on an important aspect of Chinese social
history about which virtually nothing has
been written previously, and does so with
sensitivity, good sense, and grace."

—John Boswell, Yale University
$22.50

The Moon and the
Zither
The Story of the Western Wing
WANG SHIFU
Edited and Translated with an Introduction by
Stephen H. West and Wilt L. Idema
This beautifully illustrated book is the
first translation of the full and complete
text of China's most important love com-
edy, Wang Shifu's Xixiangji, or Story of
the Western Wing. The play has given
rise to innumerable sequels and paro-
dies, it has influenced countless later
works and has played a crucial role in the
development of drama criticism.
$34.95

The Political
Economy of
Mountain Java
An Interpretive History
ROBERT W.HEFNER
Hefner presents a history of a process of
political, economic, and cultural trans-
formation in the Tengger highlands of
East Java, Indonesia. A rich and sensi-
tive portrait of a changing peasantry, his
work is also a general inquiry into the
nature of status, class, and community in
the developing world.
$34.95
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Utopias in Conflict
Religion and Nationalism in Modern India
AINSLIE T. EMBREE
Embree's compact, incisive study pro-
vides a new look at two issues which have
polarized India over the last decades:
religion and nationalism. "Raises im-
portant and prickly questions."

—Ninian Smart, U. C, Santa Barbara
Comparative Studies in Religion and Society
$19.95

Gender and
Salvation
Jaina Debates on the Spiritual Liberation of
Women
PADMANABH S. JAINI
With a Preface by Robert Goldman
Jaini brings to light texts centering on a
centuries-old debate between the two
Jaina sects, the Digambaras and the
Svetambaras. At the core of the debate is
the question: should gender-based differ-
ences of biology and life experience
condition or limit an individual's ability
to accomplish the ultimate religious goal?
$29.95

The Origin of the
GodYoung

Kalidasa's Kumamsambhava
Translated, with Annotation and
Introduction, by HANK HEIFETZ
New in paper—"Should serve as a
model for anyone who aspires to translate
poetry from the Sanskrit into English.
. . . Accurate . . . poetically sound."
—Journal of the American Oriental Society
$10.95 paper

The Mystique of
Dreams
A Search for Utopia through Senoi Dream
Theory
G. WILLIAM D0MH0FF
New in paper—Exploring the origin, at-
traction, and efficacy of the Malaysian
tribe's Senoi ideas, Domhoff also inves-
tigates current research on dreams.
$9.95 paper

FOCUS ON

Peasant Protests
and Uprisings in
Tokugawa Japan
STEPHEN VLASTOS
New in paper—"A succinct and lucid
historical overview of protest during the
Edo period."—Monumenta Nipponica
$11.95 paper

Dogen's Manuals of
Zen Meditation
CARL BIELEFELDT
New in paper—"A long-awaited tourde
force. . . . Will be extremely useful in
classes on the intellectual and religious
histories of both China and Japan."

—Journal of Asian Studies
$12.95 paper

Socialization for
Achievement
Essays on the Cultural Psychology of the
Japanese
GEORGE A. DE VOS
With Contributions by Hiroshi Wagatsuma,
William Caudill, and Keiichi Mizushima
Back in print—"For a wide variety of
readers concerned with economic change,
delinquency, and Asian and comparative
studies."—Annals
Center for Japanese Studies, UC Berkeley
$60.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

At bookstores or order toll-free 1-800-822-
6657. Visa & MasterCard only.

University of
California Press
Berkeley 94720
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China's Crisis
Dilemmas of Reform and
Prospects for Democracy
ANDREW J. NATHAN
"Nathan...takes us much further in
understanding both the roots of
crisis and the prospects for the
future....These consistently
thought-provoking analyses are
the best available guide to contem-
porary Chinese politics. A very
important book..." Library Journal
Studies of the East Asian Institute • $24.50 Cloth

To The People
James Yen and Village China
CHARLES W. HAYFORD
The United States and Pacific Asia • $42.00 Cloth

Anarchism and Chinese
Political Culture
PETER ZARROW
$39.00 cloth

Communist Politics
Under the Knife
Surgery or Autopsy?
RONALD J. HILL
$49.00 cloth • $14.50 paper

•S^y- Pinter Publishers
iMUl distributed in the US.. Canada, & Latin America

The Development and Decline
of Chinese Cosmology
JOHN B. HENDERSON
Neo-Confucian Studies • $17.50 paper

The Travels of Lao Ts'an
LIU T'lEH-YUN
Translated by HAROLD SHADICK
Modern Asian Literature Series

12 photos • $15.00 paper

The Book of Lleh-Tzu
A Classic of the Tao
Translated by A. C. GRAHAM
Translations from the Oriental Cassia
$35.00 cloth • $14.00 paper

J A P A
Major Plays of Chlkamatsu
Translated by DONALD KEENE
Records of Civilization Series • $17.50 paper

No and Bunraku
Two Forms of Japanese Theatre
DONALD KEENE
Illus. • $35.00 cloth • $16.50 paper

Religion In Japanese History
JOSEPH M. KITAGAWA
With a New Preface by the Author
Lectures on the History of Religions • $ 17.50 paper

KOREA
Race to the Swift
State and Finance in
Korean Industrialization
JUNG-EN WOO
$35.00 cloth

Selected Poems of So Chongju
Translated and with an
Introduction by DAVID R. MCCANN
Modern Asian Literature Series • S32.OO Cloth

D I A
Brothers Against the Raj
A Biography of Indian Nationalists
Sarat and Subhas Chandra Bose
LEONARD GORDON
$55.00 cloth • 19.50 paper
For sale in the U.S.. its dependencies & Canada only.

The Art of the Imperial Cholas
VIDYA DEHEJIA
92 photos • S32.5O cloth

The Divine Hierarchy
Popular Hinduism in Central India
LAWRENCE A. BABB
$17.50 paper

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSUYPRESS
Dept. S21,136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533

914-591-9111

To order, send check/money order, including
S3.00 for postage, or call and use MC, VISA or AMEX.

For CA delivery, add appropriate sales tax.
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New from Cornell
MACHINES AS THE

MEASURE OF MEN
Science, Technology, and Ideologies
of Western Dominance

By MICHAEL ADAS. New in paper! "One leaves
Machines as the Measure of Men persuaded by its
essential analysis: that mastery of nature lay at
the heart of Europe's comparison of itself to
others. As an intellectual history of French and
British assessments of Africa, China, and India,
the book is wonderfully informative and
nuanced. It will alter the debate about the history
of Europe's relationship to the rest of the
world."—New York Times Book Review.
$29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

MARCOS AGAINST THE

CHURCH
Economic Development and Political
Repression in the Philippines
By ROBERT L. YOUNGBLOOD. The election of
Ferdinand Marcos to the presidency of the
Republic of the Philippines coincided with the
conclusion of the work of Vatican II in 1965; and
Marcos' dictatorial policies would inevitably
clash with the Vatican's call for the clergy to
advocate greater social justice for the poor. In this
account of the role of the Church in the recent
history of the Philippines, Youngblood traces the
political engagement of the Church over the
twenty years between Marcos' election and his
ouster from power in 1986. $26.95

OPIUM AND EMPIRE

Chinese Society in Colonial
Singapore, 1800-1910
By CARL A. TROCKI. Breaking new ground in
the historiography of the overseas Chinese and of
British colonialism, this book focuses on two
areas largely ignored by students of the period—
opium and the economic role of the group of
institutions known as kongsi, or secret societies.
Trocki recounts how the kongsi, already
established when the British entered Southeast
Asia, provided convenient social networks that
were ultimately used to further British economic
expansion. $39.95

CRESTED KIMONO
Power and Love in the Japanese
Business Family
By MATTHEWS MASAYUKI HAMABATA.
"A charming, often amusing personal memoir
interwoven with a study of the structure and
rituals of Japanese tycoon families.... Focusing
on the concept of the ie —the family as the
paramount social unit to which all individuality
is subservient—[Hamabata] describes, through
vignettes of the people he knew, the often
Byzantine efforts to retain business control from
generation to generation.... A delightful
contribution to an understanding of Japan."
—Kirkus Reviews. $17.95

PATHWAYS FROM THE

PERIPHERY
The Politics of Growth in the
Newly Industrializing Countries
By STEPHAN HAGGARD. The East Asian
newly industrializing countries—South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore—have
grown rapidly through an aggressive policy
promoting the export of manufactured goods.
Haggard provides the first comprehensive
comparison of the politics of industrialization in
these East Asian countries and offers new
evidence on current issues in comparative
political economy, including the implications of
different growth paths for dependency, equity,
and democracy. $37.50 cloth, $12.95 paper

LANGUAGE AND POWER
Exploring Political Cultures
in Indonesia
By BENEDICT R. O' G. ANDERSON. Anderson
explores the cultural and political contradictions
that have arisen from the paradigmatic clash of
colonial and Indonesian ideologies in Indonesian
history. Analyzing an intriguing array of
examples from classical poetry to public
monuments and cartoons, he deepens our
understanding of the interaction between
modern and traditional notions of power, the
mediation of power by language, and the
development of national consciousness.
$44.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

Cornell Univers i ty Press 124 Roberts Place ithaca, NY i485o
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Diary of a Madman and Other Stories
Lu Xun

Translated by William A. Lyell

The inventor of the modern Chinese short story, Lu Xun is universally
regarded as China's greatest modern writer. This long-awaited volume
presents Lu Xun's stories in new translations that faithfully convey his
brilliant style and pungent wit. $40.00, cloth; $18.95, paper

Chinese Lyricists of the Seventeenth Century
David R. Me Craw

Me Craw introduces Western readers to an important but neglected body
of Chinese verse by translating and evaluating the work of six early Qing
lyricists—poets who revived a dormant poetic genre and restored it to
vigorous health. $24.00

The Red Azalea
Chinese Poetry Since the Cultural Revolution

Edited by Edward Morin
Translated by Fang Dai, Dennis Ding, and Edward Morin

Introduction by Leo Ou-fan Lee

"The best anthology of contemporary Chinese poetry we have in English.
. . . and happiest of all, translated by a poet." —Perry Link, Princeton
University $35.00, cloth; $14.95, paper

• UNIVERSITY OF
2840 Kolowalu Street,
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Modern Japanese Woodblock Prints
The Early Years

Helen Merritt

Modern Japanese artists, deeply rooted in the ukiyo-e tradition, have
found in the old familiar woodblock medium a diverse and personal
means of expression. $46.00, cloth

Flowering in the Shadows
Women in the History of Chinese and Japanese Painting

Edited by Marsha Weidner

A fascinating glimpse into a little-known aspect of history reveals the
roles women played in premodern Chinese and Japanese art. Supported by
the National Endowment for the Humanities. $35.00, cloth

Modern Korean Literature
An Anthology

Edited by Peter H. Lee

Modern Korean writers have forged a national literature that speaks elo-
quently of the survival of the human spirit in times of crisis. This anthol-
ogy includes translations from all the major genres—poetry, fiction, essay,
and drama. $40.00, cloth; $18.95, paper

To order: Send check or money order, plus $1.00 per book for shipping. VISA and MasterCard
also accepted (include acct. no., exp. date, and signature).

HAWAII PRESS
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
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The Portuguese in Asia, 1498 - c. 1800
on microfiche

Source material relating to the
Portuguese expansion in Asia and
Africa based on the bibliography by
Mrs. Daya de Silva entitled The
Portuguese in Asia, an annotated
bibliography on Portuguese colonial
history in Asia, 1498-c. 1800. Zug,
1987.

Free brochures about the microfiche
collection and the bibliography
are available free on request.

IDC Microform Publishers

P.O. Box 11205, 2301 EE Leiden
The Netherlands Fax 31-71-13 1721

New from the Center for Korean Studies

Koreans in China
edited by Dae-Sook Suh and Edward J. Shultz

This volume contains 8 articles examining aspects of the migration, history,
culture, political participation, and current status of the nearly two million strong
Korean community in the People's Republic of China. Featuring scholars from
China, Japan, and the United States, including Chae-Jin Lee on Korean political
participation in China, Jiancheng He on PRC minorities policy, and Suzuki
Masayuki on the Korean independence movement in China, these articles
together suggest the variety and depth of the experience and reality of the Korean
community in China. This work will be of interest to scholars of Korean studies,
Chinese studies, East Asian history and culture, and ethnic studies.
ISBN 0-917536-18-5 190 pages paper $20.00

Center for Korean Studies
University of Hawaii
808-956-7041

1881 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii
U.S.A. 96822
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MICHIGAN MICHIGAN MICHIGAN

Gisele L. Bousquet

Behind the
Bamboo Hedge
The Impact of Homeland Politics
in the Parisian Vietnamese
Community

Behind the Bamboo Hedge is a study of Viet-
namese political organizations in Paris, their
competition for power in the Vietnamese
community, their alliances with French political
parties, and their attempts to influence French
foreign policy toward Vietnam.

"Nobody else has had the ability to penetrate
rival political networks, while keeping sufficient
distance from them to write a balanced account
of the subject. This is an original and unusual
piece of research. It demonstrates quite
effectively that politics, often ignored in refugee
studies, is a major factor affecting refugee
adjustment." —James M. Freeman, San Jose
State University

cloth $24.95

Also available

Nathan Caplan, John K. Whitmore,
and Marcella H. Choy

The Boat People
and Achievement in
America
A Study of Economic and
Educational Success

" . . . teaches us a lot about a determined, energetic
people " —Robert Coles, M.D.

"This important contribution to the literature on
refugees and public policy, on education, and on the
economy should be acquired by every library."
—Choice

cloth $27.50

Lillian Trager

The City Connection
Migration and Family Interdependence
in the Philippines
Foreword by T. G. McGee

". . . an excellent work that adds significantly to our
knowledge of internal migration in the Philippines
and the ties between urbanward migrants and their
rural origins.. . . should be required reading for
anyone attempting to unravel the complexities of
internal migration in the Philippines and the ties
between rural and urban areas." —Journal of Asian
Studies

cloth $34.50/paper $12.95

Michigan residents, include 4% sales tax.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN PRESS

Dept. KR P.O. Box 1104 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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"t '**Sunflower Splendor
Three Thousand Years of Chinese Poetry
Edited by Wu-chi Liu and Irving Yucheng Lo
"Sunflower Splendor is the largest and, on the whole, best anthol-
ogy of translated Chinese poems to have appeared in a Western
language." —The Sew York Times Book Review

"This remarkably fine anthology should remain standard for a
long time." —Library Journal
Now in paperback! $ 19.95 cloth $37.50

Waiting for the Unicorn
Poems and Lyrics of China's Last Dynasty, 1644-1911
Edited by Irving Yucheng Lo and William Schultz
"... a mega-project... an impressive achievement of scholarship and [a landmark] in presenting the literature of
the later dynasties." —Journal of Asian Studies
"... the most comprehensive book of translation of this period in any Western language."

—Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers Association
Chinese Literature in Translation Now in paperback! $17.95 doth $37.50 Chinese language edition $ 15;95

Perspectives on Chinese Cinema
Edited by Chris Berry
From Yellow Earth to Red Sorghum to City of Sadness, these authors look at the "new wave" in Chinese film.
These articles provide the best informed and most authoritative commentary both on contemporary Chinese
cinema and on its historical context.
Distributed for the British Film Institute Cloth $ 5 1 . 0 0 paper $ 2 1 . 9 5

INDIANA
UNIVERSITY PRESS

Dept. A2ML, Bloomington, Indiana 47405 • 1-800-842-6796

attempted before,

Chow brings

texts about modern

Bertolucci's /_<

Emporcr, to popu

"Mandarin Duck

and Butterfly"

stories, to writings

by authors of the

May Fourth period

and after--

organized along four

critical paths, all of

"woman": the visual

image, literary

history, narrative

structure, and

emotional reception.

WOMAN AND CHINESE

MODERNITY

The Politics of Reading

between West and East

JWOMAN
AND

CHINESE
MODERNITY

REY
CHOW

REY CHOW

$14.95 paper

From bookstores

of Minnesota Press

800-388-3863,

extension 51.
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Oxfords
Now in a new edition

The Rise of Modern China
Fourth Edition
IMMANUEL C.Y. HSU, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Despite the arrival of new texts to the market, I.C.Y. Hsu's text,
now in its fourth edition, remains the definitive work on the sub-
ject." — Steven A. Leibo, Russell Sage College. "Matchless political
history of Modern China, the summa of a lifetime's scrupulous
study."—C. W. Hayford, Northwestern University. "An extensive
treatment of the modern period of Chinese history. Indispensable
for students majoring in Asian history or Chinese studies."
—Anthony Wei, Governors State University. "Lucid and balanced
account of events since 1976. Marked by the author's usual neatness
of organization and meticulous attention to detail."—Vipan Chan-
dra, Wheaton College
1990 1,004 pp.; 113 illus. cloth $35.00

The United States and China in the
Twentieth Century
Second Edition
MICHAEL SCHALLER, University of Arizona, Tucson
"An excellent job of weaving together the various strands of
American policies toward China. Well-written and, in fact, easy to
understand. It should prove to be a real aid for anyone attempting
to understand and evaluate the relationship of these two great
powers in the twentieth century."—Thomas M. Ray,
Wayland Baptist University
1990 264 pp.; 12 illus. paper $10.95 cloth $29.95

The Origins of Chinese Communism
ARIF DIRLDC, Duke University
"By far the most detailed, sophisticated, and comprehensive treat-
ment of the origins of the Communist Party of China yet written
A gold mine of information and insights Provides a very sophis-
ticated analysis of the competing socialist doctrines, especially
anarchism, in China at this time; and presents a perceptive account
of the influence of the Russian Revolution on Chinese intellectuals."
—Maurice Meisner, University of Wisconsin-Madison
1989 315 pp.; 12 illus. paper $13.95 cloth $37.00

A New History of India
Third Edition
STANLEY WOLPERT, University of California, Los Angeles
"[The new edition] retains that remarkable clarity and verve which
were the distinguishing features of the earlier editions, as well as
updating the text The best and most even-handed synthesis of
modern scholarship over the vast field of ancient and modern
Indian history... the best introductory text in its field."
—Bruce P. Lenman, College of William and Mary
1989 512 pp.; 15 illus. paper $14.95 cloth $32.50

Prices subject to change.
To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead giving

full course information, including course name, level,
expected enrollment, and your decision deadline, to:

College Humanities & Social Sciences Marketing Department

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016;
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Forgotten Traditions
of Ancient Chinese Medicine

ifpRGOTTO-
• »TRADITIONS:

i "CHINESE;!

B>Ul

A Chinese View from the Eighteenth Century

The I-hsueh Yuan Liu Lun of 1757 by Hsii Ta-Ch'un

Translated and Annotated by Paul U. Unschuld
Hsii Ta-ch'un was an outstanding Chinese intellectual, physician-scholar and medical
writer. In the I-hsueh Yuan Liu Lun we encounter him as a highly educated represen-
tative — one to date virtually unknown in the West — not only of traditional Chinese
medicine but also of the upper echelons of Chinese culture. Hsu Ta-ch'un speaks to
his readers, now as in the eighteenth century, in easily understandable language.
Translated and edited into a Western language for the first time, and published with
the original Chinese text, his one hundred short essays on the essentials of medicine
are without known parallel in the history of Chinese medicine. The I-hsueh Yuan Liu
Lun provides a unique opportunity to appreciate the ideas of a Chinese physician liv-
ing more than two centuries ago, and allows us to better penetrate the contents and
history of traditional Chinese medicine prior to the impact of Western civilization.

Publication date: December 21, 1990 ISBN 0-912111-24-0 416pp. Hardcover, slipcased, $59.95

To order: 800-873-3946 (toll free USA) or 617-738-4664 - (Fax:617-738-4620)

Paradigm Publications
44 Linden Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
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=Oxford=i
The Rise of the Korean Economy
BYUNG-NAKSONG, Seoul National University
"The book has original insights as a general introduction to the Korean economy for businessmen
and others when they first become involved with Korea. It reads easily and should reach a wide
audience."—DwightH. Perkins, Director, Harvard Institute for International Development In this
important book, a distinguished Korean economist provides an insider's view that traces the
economy's development, analyzes the factors and policies that have led to success, draws some
surprising contrasts with Japan, and identifies problems within the realms of labor, infrastructure,
politics, and the role of conglomerates, that will have a far-reaching impact on the country's future.
1990 296 pp. $29.95

Japan's Software Factories
A Challenge to U.S. Management
MICHAEL A. CUSUMANO, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cusumano focuses on the creation of "software factories" in Japan in which large numbers of people
are engaged in developing software in cooperative ways—i.e. individual programs are not developed
in isolation but rather utilize portions of other programs already developed whenever possible, and
then yield usable portions for other programs being written. Chapters are devoted to working
methods at System Developing Corp., Hitachi, Toshiba, NEC, and Fujitsu, and a comparison of
Japanese and U.S. software factories.
1990 448 pp. $34.95

Buddha in the Crown
Avalokitesvara in the Buddhist Traditions of Sri Lanka
JOHN CLIFFORD HOLT, Bowdoin College
Historical, anthropological, and philosophical in approach, Buddha in the Crown examines the various
ways in which Avalokitesvara, the most well known and proliferated bodhisattva of Mahayana
Buddhism throughout south, southeast, and east Asia, was assimilated into the transforming
religious culture of Sri Lanka, one of the most pluralistic in Asia. Interdisciplinary in scope,
addressing a wide variety of issues relating to Buddhist thought and practice, and providing new
and original information on the rich cultural history of Sri Lanka, this book will interest students of
Buddhism and South Asia.
1990 272 pp. illus. $39.95

Japanese Corporate Philanthropy
NANCY R.LONDON
This book examines major level and functional aspects of Japanese corporate philanthropy and
places them in their cultural setting. Drawing on her experience as an attorney and five years in
Japan, London aims to make Japanese corporate grantmaking more comprehensible not only to
Americans but also to Japanese as they begin to focus more attention on the role and meaning of
corporate philanthropy.
1990 160 pp. $24.95

Asceticism and Healing in Ancient India
Medicine in the Buddhist Monastery
KENNETH G. ZYSK, New York University
"Zysk explores a neglected period in the history of South Asian medicine and comes up with some
fascinating conclusions. He discloses for the first time the central role played by Buddhist medicine
healers in the development of the theory and practice of classical Indian medicine. This is part social
history of early India, part history of science, part history of religions, and all who have an interest
in any of these will learn something valuable from Zysk's book."—Sheldon Pollock,
University of Chicago
1990 208 pp. $35.00

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the U.S.
To order, send check or money order to:

Humanities and Social Sciences Marketing Department
To order by phone using major credit cards please call (212) 679-7300, ext. 7106

Oxford University Press
——— 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016 -
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PERSPECTIVES ON ASIA

STRANGERS
FROM A

DIFFERENT
SHORE

A History of Asian A

KOXALI) TAKAKI

STRANGERS FROM
A DIFFERENT SHORE
A History of Asian Americans
Ronald Takaki
Blending eloquent narrative history, vivid
personal recollections and oral testimony,
Takaki'' effortlessly weaves the stories of
thousands of Japanese, Chinese, Korean,
Filipino, Indian, Vietnamese, Cambo-
dian and Laotian Americans into a single
tale of discovery, endurance and courage.''
—San Francisco Chronicle. 584 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-013885-4 $11.95

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF
MODERN INDIAN SHORT STORIES
Stephen Alter and
Wimal Dissanayake, editors
This collection includes eighteen of the
finest Indian short stories written in the
last fifty years from such writers as
Bharati Mukherjee, Anita Desai, Raja
Rao, U. R. Anantha Murthy and Bhisham
Sahni. 224 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-011775-X $8.95

MAHARISHIMAHESH YOGI
ON THE BHAGAVAD-GITA
A New Translation and Commentary,
Chapters 1-6
Translated by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
496 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019247-6 $9.95

SRI LANKA
The Fractured Island
Mohan Ram
A fascinating analysis of the civil war that
has scarred Sri Lanka since 1983.208 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-010938-2 $5.95

ROH1NTONMISTR1J IS

SWIMMING LESSONS AND
OTHER STORIES FROM
FIROZSHABAAG
Rohinton Mistry
Eleven elegant stories portray the rich pat-
tern of life inside a Bombay apartment
building. "Mistry explores quicksand
territory with intelligence, compassion,
wit, and memorable flair."—The Los
Angeles Times Book Review. 256 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-012807-7 $7.95

NEHRU
The Making of India
MJ.Akbar
640 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-010083-0 $9.95

THE LIVING EARTH MANUAL OF
FENG-SHUI: Chinese Geomancy
Stephen Skinner
146 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019112-7 $10.95
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THE CHILD AND THE SERPENT
Reflections on Popular Indian Symbols
Jyoti Sahi
Using the central figures of Hindu
popular religion, Sahi examines the
nature of symbolism itself and how it
underlies human experience. 240 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019081-3 $12.95

MUSLIM SAINTS AND MYSTICS
Episodes from the Tadhirat al-Auliya
("Memorial of the Saints")
Farid Al-Din Attar
Translated by A.J. Arberry
A classic of Islamic mysticism, Attar's
eloquent narratives recount the deeds,
parables, and miracles of the Sufi mystics
in their quest for spiritual fulfillment.
304 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019264-6 $9.95

THE STRUGGLE WITHIN ISLAM
The Conflict Between Religion
and Politics
RafiqZakaria
480 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-010794-0 $9.95

THE HISTORICAL BUDDA
H.W. Schumann
This erudite and comprehensive bio-
graphy examines the social, religious and
political evolution of Buddhism, and
places Buddha's teachings and influence
in historical context. Illustrated. 288 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019203-4 $9.95

MAO AND CHINA
A Legacy of Turmoil
Stanley Karnow
Third Revised Edition
New introduction by Nien Cheng
Now thoroughly revised, this classic,
comprehensive account of the Cultural
Revolution delves into the Maoist legacy
of radical political and social change
which continues to haunt China.' 'An ex-
cellent work...outstanding for the
reliability and objectivity of its judge-
ments."— The China Quarterly. 592 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-013417-4 $10.95

THE MYSTICS OF ISLAM
Reynold A. Nicholson
This lucid study reveals the mystic phi-
losophy of Islam, describing the methods,
principles, and characteristic inner life of
its followers from the eighth century to
the present day. 192 pp.
Arkana paperback 0-14-019168-2 $7.95

FROM PENGUIN USA
Academic/Library Marketing, 375 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y. 10014-3657
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N E W FROM PENNSYLVANIA

Gender, Genre, and Power in

South Asian Expressive Traditions

Edited by Arjun Appadurai,

Frank J. Korom, & Margaret A. Mills
An examination of a variety of expressive forms
and their functions. (South Asia Seminar Series.)
Jun. 1991. 464 pp. Cloth, 3082-5, $46.95;
paper, 1337-8, $19.95 (tent.)

Rhetorics and Politics in Afghan

Traditional Storytelling

Margaret A. Mills
This book presents, in translation, an evening of
storytelling which took place in rural Afghanistan
in 1975. (Publications of the American Folklore
Society.) Mar. 1991. 288 pp. Cloth, 8199-3,
$27.95 (tent.)

Power in Performance
The Creation of Textual Authority in

Weyewa Ritual Speech

Joel C. Kuipers
A study of how valued cultural knowledge is fixed,
controlled, and manipulated through speech.
(Conduct & Communication Series.) Nov. 1990.
230 pp, 18 illus. Cloth, 8245-0, $24.95

The Japanese and Western Science
Masao Watanabe
Translated by Otto Theodor Benfey
Watanabe examines the intersection of Western
science and Japanese culture since Japan's
opening to the West. Mar. 1991. 128 pp, 45
illus. Cloth, 8252-3, $28.95 (tent.)

University of Pennsylvania Press

P.O. Box 4836, Hampden Station, Baltimore, MD, 21211
FAX: (301) 338-6998; TOLL-FREE: (800) 445-9880

Masterpieces of the East
Japanese Art
Masterpieces in the British
Museum

Edited by Lawrence Smith

Drawn from the collection of the British Mu
seum, the most extensive in Europe, this
finely illustrated volume offers a pano-
ramic view of the art and antiquities
of Japan. From prehistoric cutting
tools to Muromachi period katana
blades to Edo era lacquerware to
modern woodblock prints, this
book captures the full range of
Japanese artistic expression
with over 250 outstanding
full-color illustrations. In-
formed discussions of the
various arts by the au-
thors—curators at the
British Museum—c
plete this magnifi-
cent volume.
256 pp., 251 color
illus.,$50.00

'Autumn Floods'
A Photographic

Interpretation

Peter Yung Wai-Chuen

For over two thousand years, Chuang Tze's
fable "Autumn Floods" has stood as one of

the classic works of Taoist philosophy. Now,
in this stunningly crafted volume, film

director Peter Yung provides a pictorial
interpretation of this great work. Each

passage is accompanied by a
beautiful full-page photograph of

China's landscape. Printed in a
limited edition, this unique hand-

made volume features an em-
bossed calligraphic cover,

heavy double-folded papers,
vellum overlays with smoky
pen-and-ink calligraphy, a

seventeen-by-thirteen
oversized format, and

a durable slipcase.
58 pp., $125.00

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS • 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016
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Voices of
the Asian

experience
HOMEBASE
By Shawn Wong. "Although the
book abounds in fascinating histori-
cal detail, it is most remarkable for
the beauty of its prose, its dream
passages, and its sophisticated,
unpretentious shifts in narrative per-
spective." --The Seattle Times.
"Evocative, sensuous."
San Francisco Examiner
© PLUME 0-452-26529-0 $7.95
January

A WILD SHEEP CHASE
By Haruki Murakami. "Youthful,
slangy political, and allegorical
...stylish, swinging language...a
welcome debut by a talented writer."
--New York Times. "Lingers in the
mind....An event."~The New Yorker
©PLUME 0-452-26516-9 $8.95
November

THE TEACHINGS OF THE
COMPASSIONATE BUDDHA
Early Discourses, the Dham-
mapada and Later Basic Writings
Edited with commentary by E. A.
Burtt. The fundamental teachings
of Buddhism - gentleness, serenity,
and compassion through liberation
from selfish craving- are presented
in this remarkable collection of writ-
ings. Bibliography, glossary.
©MENTOR 0-451-62711-3 $4.95

PAPER BRIDGES
From Vietnam With Love
By Jann Jansen. A unique per-
spective on the Vietnam War and a
moving story of friendship between
an American woman and a Vietnam-
ese woman whose twenty-year cor-
respondence culminated in their
meeting in San Francisco in 1985.
©SIGNET 0-451-16877-1 $3.95
January 1991

CHINA
A Cultural History
By Arthur Cotterell. This compre-
hensive cultural history examines
the major trends and key individuals,
from prehistoric times to the present,
that have shaped the oldest continu-
ous civilization in the world.
©MENTOR 0-452-62809-8 $5.95

Also Available:
RICE BOWL WOMEN
Writings By and About the Women
of China and Japan
Edited by Dorothy B. Shimer
©MERIDIAN 0-452-00827-1 $4.95

WHEN HEAVEN AND EARTH
CHANGED PLACES
A Vietnamese Woman's Journey
from War to Peace
By Le Ly Hayslip with Jay Wurts
©PLUME 0-452-26417-0 $9.95

Prices subject to change. Write to Penguin
USA Academic Marketing at the address below
for a free Modern History and Political Science
catalog.

Penguin USA
375 Hudson Street
New York, NY 10014
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Readings in History

China Memoirs
Owen Lattimore
Compiled by Fujiko Isono
Owen Lattimore (1900-1989), eminent scholar of Mongol studies, was an inside observer
of many of the tumultuous events that marked China's history in the first half of this
century. His reminiscences take us on his journeys as a young trader to the remote frontier
regions of China, to his years in Chungking as political adviser to Chiang Kai-shek, and
to his encounters with the Communist and Kuomintang leaders during the days of their
United Front against Japanese aggression. Readers interested in the history of modern
China and in Lattimore the person will find this candid autobiographical account most
intriguing. 248 pp. ¥4,500/$34.50

Tokugawa Japan
The Social and Economic Antecedents of Modern Japan
Edited by Chie Nakane, University of Tokyo, and
Shinzaburo Oishi, Gakushuin University
Translation edited by Conrad Totman, Yale University
The foundations of modern industrial Japan lie to a great extent in the government and
society that preceded it: the two and a half centuries ruled by the Tokugawa shogunate.
In this volume, nine Japanese scholars focus on a variety of aspects of the Tokugawa
period: the political system, rural society, commerce and the economy, the growth of
cities, the transportation and communications network, and ukiyo-e and kabuki.
Translated for a foreign audience, this volume offers a fascinating account of how Japan
was run and what life was like in Tokugawa times. 248 pp. ¥4,800/$37.50

Education and Examination in Modern Japan
Ikuo Amano, University of Tokyo
Foreword by Ronald P. Dore
A specialist in the sociology of education describes the rise of Japan's "examination
culture" during the nation's first half-century of modernization. The author also discusses
the role of education in Japan's development and traces the origins of today's
"examination hell"—the extreme pressure under which young people are placed as they
grow up in a society in which examinations are the gateway to professional and social
advancement. 256 pp. ¥5,400/$39.50

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS
7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

University of Tokyo Press titles can be ordered from your local bookstore or directly from the Press.
A selected stock of our titles is maintained by our distributors for the following territories:
Western Hemisphere: Columbia University Press, 136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533, U.S.A.
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa: Academic & University Publishers Group, 1 Cower St., London
WC1E 6HA, England, U.K.
Asia: Toppan Company (S) Pte Ltd., 38 Liu Fang Rd., Box 22 Jurong Town Post Office, lurong, Singapore 2266
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China's Crisis,
China's Hope
Liu Binvan
Foreword by
Merle Goldman
Liu Binyan, China's preeminent in-
tellectual, a renowned writer and
journalist, offers a compelling
portrait of his native country.
Having endured decades of hard
labor and eventually expulsion
from the Communist Party (at which
point he was allowed to travel to
America), Liu is in a unique posi-
tion to provide insight into the
complex economic, political, and
social issues that led to the Tian-
anmen Square uprising in spring
1989.

"Lui Binyan offers an almost
unique perspective on contempo-
rary China. He has been a
prominent player in that country's
tumultuous political-social-literary
history ever since the mid-1950s.
His long experience as an inves-
tigative reporter. . .hasafforded him
a grasp of the details of Chinese
social history that few can ap-
proach." —Perry Link,

University of California,
Los Angeles

$22.50 cloth

Soulstealers
The Chinese Sorcery
Scare of 1768
Philip A. Kuhn

Midway throught the reign of the
Ch'ien-lung emperor, Hungli, mass
hysteria broke out among the com-
mon people. It was feared that
sorcerers were roaming the land,
clipping off the ends of men's
queues (the braids worn by royal
decree), and chanting magical in-
cantations over them in order to
steal the souls of their owners. In
a fascinating chronicle of this
epidemic of fear and the official
prosecution of soulstealers that
ensued, Philip Kuhn provides an
intimate glimpse into the complex
world of eighteenth-century China.
H is exploration of the sorcery cases
reveals hidden meaning in the
politicsand administration of eight-
eenth-century China.
$29.95 cloth

One Step Ahead
in China
Guangdong under Reform
Ezra F. Voael
"A candid and thorough study
not only of changes in Guang-
dong but throughout all of
China... It provides a valuable
contribution to our understand-
ing of China and the crucible in
which the current reform move-
ment has been fused. Neces-
sary reading for all Americans
with an interest in China."

—Alan S. Cohen,
New York Times Book Review

"A landmark volume that de-
scribes in enormous detail the
breakneck pace of change in
one Chinese coastal region,
Guangdong province... This
book will stand up as one of the
major contributions to the litera-
ture on contemporary China and
to the literature on economic
development."

—Donald S. Zagoria,
Foreign Affairs

$12.95 paper

Harvard
University
Press
Cambridge, AM 02138
(617)495-2480
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS ON ASIA
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compiled and edited by Frank Joseph Shuiman

Publication Date: Spring 1990

AAS Members: $15 Non-Members and Institutions: $20
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Confidential U.S. State Department
Special Files

Maintained by various State Department offices, bureaus, com-
mittees, and individuals, the Confidential U.S. State Department
Special Files contain a vast amount of unique material, often
containing documents officials considered too sensitive or im-
portant for the department's more general Central Files.

Japan, 1947-1956
Containing files maintained by John Foster Dulles and the Office
of Northeast Asian Affairs, this collection provides valuable
source materials on the formation of the Japanese Peace Treaty
and gives a comprehensive view of the development of postwar
Japan,

Korea, 1950-1957
Covering from the outbreak of the Korean War to the beginnings
of South Korea's rebuilding, these files trace the development of
American objectives throughout the war and subsequent armi-
stice negotiations.

Northeast Asia, 1943-1956
This collection provides teachers and students with an indispen-
sable source on events in Northeast Asia during this critical
period. The files cover issues such as Japanese-Korean relations,
the ANZUS treaty negotiations with Australia and New Zealand,
the Korean War and its concurrent peace talks, American-
Japanese visits and exchanges, and Communist China's interven-
tion in the region.

New sources for research and teaching
The information in these microfilm files will be invaluable to
teachers and students of the Korean War, Japan in the aftermath
of World War II, American foreign policy, and the economic
redevelopment of the war-torn region.

For more information and a free UPA catalog, call toll-free
800-692-6300

University Publications of America
An Imprint of CIS

4520 East-West Highway • Bethesda, MD 20814-3389
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NEWEST EDITION

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ASIAN STUDIES

1986

Wayne Surdam, Editor
Vim la Sharma and Anna Shulman, Associate Editors

Publication Date: November 1990

AAS MEMBERS -$30 NON-MEMBERS-$45 INSTITUTIONS-$70

Make checks payable to the Association for Asian Studies, Inc.

Please send prepaid orders only to:

The Association for Asian Studies
1 Lane Hall, University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Ml 48109

The
Journal
ofAsian
Studies

is included with Regular Membership
in the Association for Asian Studies.

Annual dues are based on gross income:
Under $20,000 - $25

$20,000 -$40,000 -$40
$40,000 - $60,000 - $50

Over $60,000-$60

Institutional Subscriptions are:
$50 a year for the Journal ofAsian Studies alone (4 issues)

or
$80 a year for the Journal ofAsian Studies, the Bibliography ofAsian Studies, and the

Doctoral Dissertations on Asia (a savings of $60)

Name or Institution:
Address:

Send orders or inquiries to the Association for Asian Studies, 1 Lane Hall, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor MI 48109 USA, with checks payable to the Association for Asian Studies, Inc.
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The Peasant Family and
Rural Development in the
Yangzi Delta, 1350-1988
Philip C. C. Huang. "A tour de force. Its
scope and the boldness of its propositions
are breathtaking....This book is of great
importance to the China field, to peasant
studies, and to the whole subject of the
history of agricultural development."—
Ernest P. Young, University of Michigan.
Cloth, $49.50; paper, $16.95

Xunzi: A Translation and
Study of the Complete Works
VOLUME II, BOOKS 7-16

John Knoblock. The second of three vol-
umes that will constitute the first com-
plete translation of Xunzi into English.
"Evidently a product of extensive research,
and the amount of information is
staggering....The translation itself is done
with great care....Knoblock's work goes
well beyond that of any usual translation
of a classical Chinese philosophical text."—
Journal of Asian Studies. $55.00

Pioneer of the Chinese Revolution
ZHANG BINGLIN AND CONFUCIANISM

ShimadaKmji. Translated by Joshua A.Fogel.
This book, by one of Japan's greatest si-
nologists, consists of two long essays
touching on one of Shimada's abiding
themes, the influence of domestic Chinese
systems of thought on the development of
Chinese revolutionary thought. $29.50

Bureaucracy and Famine in
Eighteenth-Century China
Pierre-Etienne WUl. Translated by Elborg
Forster. "This finely wrought work of
scholarship makes a substantial contribu-
tion to our understanding of the interac-
tion of state and society during the eight-
eenth century."—Journal of Asian Studies.
"A remarkable book...will certainly have a
profound influence on the field of China
studies."—New YorkReview of Books. $39.50

The Road to East Slope
THE DEVELOPMENT OF

SU SHI'S POETIC VOICE

Michael A. Fuller. Su Shi is the greatest
poet of the Song Dynasty, a man whose
writings and image defined some of the
enduring central themes of the Chinese
cultural tradition. Fuller shows how his
complex personality was embodied in his
work and traces the evolution of his work
from juvenilia to the poems written in
exile in Huangzhou. $42.50

Power and Difference
GENDER IN ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Edited by Jane Monnig Atkinson and Shelly
Errington. "The essays exhibit imagina-
tive analyses of ethnographic materials in
a coherent and altogether intellectually
exciting manner. The excellence of the
scholarship is reflected not only in the
elegant analyses of the ethnographic
materials but also in the careful attention
to matters of theory."—Rtz John Porter
Poole, University of California, San Di-
ego. Cloth, $42,50; paper, $12.95

Stanford University Press
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305
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The Association for Asian Studies
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PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION

The Association for Asian Studies is a scholarly, non-political, and non-profit professional association open to all
persons interested in Asia and the study of Asia. It seeks through publications, meetings, and seminars to facilitate
contact and exchange of information among scholars and to increase understanding of Asia. The Association for
Asian Studies is the largest society of its kind in the world. Its 7,000 members include scholars, teachers, business
people, diplomats, journalists, and interested laypersons.

Founded in 1941 as the Far Eastern Association, the organization was renamed the Association for Asian Studies
in 1957 to reflect the wider geographic interests of its membership. In 1970, four elective area Councils—South
Asia, Southeast Asia, China and Inner Asia, and Northeast Asia—were established to guarantee each area con-
stituency its own representation and a proportionate voice on the Board of Directors. In 1977, a Council of Con-
ferences was established as a liaison with eight regional conferences throughout the United States to serve the
needs of those interested in Asian studies in different parts of the country. The Association is a member of the
American Council of Learned Societies and the National Council of Area Studies Associations, actively participating
with its sister societies in a wide range of activities, including joint participation in research and informational
exchanges.

Publications of the Association include The Journal of Asian Studies, the Bibliography of Asian Studies, Doctoral Dis-
sertations on Asia, the Asian Studies Newsletter, the Monograph Series, and committee publications. The Association
holds a three-day meeting each spring devoted to planned programs of scholarly papers, round table discussions
and panel sessions on a wide range of problems in research and teaching, and on Asian affairs in general. From
time to time, it sponsors, througn its committees, special conferences on research problems and other matters of
topical interest.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Membership in the Association for Asian Studies is open to all persons interested in Asia and the scholarly study
of Asia. Regular Membership dues are based on gross income: Below $20,000/yr = $25; $20,000-$40,000/yr
= $40; $40,000-$60,000/yr = $50; above $60,000/yr = $60. Associate Membership (Spouse of Member) =
$15. Supporting Membership = $15. Patron = $1,000 or more. Regular and Patron members receive Thejournal
of Asian Studies; all members except Associates receive the Asian Studies Newsletter.

All correspondence regarding membership, subscriptions, advertising, reprints, or business should be addressed to
the office of the Association for Asian Studies at Room 1, Lane Hall, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48109.

AAS ANNUAL MEETING
The Forty-third Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies

will be held at

The Marriott Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, April 11-14,1991

Expected attendance: 3,000. For further information, contact:
Association for Asian Studies

1 Lane Hall. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 (313) 665-2490
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Culture andIdentity\^\ i
Japaiiese Intellectuals
during the
Interwar Years

Edited fry

I. THOMAS RIMER

Culture and Identity
Japanese Intellectuals during the
Interwar Years
Edited by J. Thomas Rimer

This collection of essays represents the first attempt
in the U.S. to examine systematically the nature and
development of modern Japanese self-consciousness
as expressed through culture. The essays reveal
eloquently the extent to which important aspects of
Japanese intellectual life in the early twentieth century
were inspired by European models of cultural criti-
cism, ranging from Kant and Hegel to Nietzsche,
Marx, Durkheim, and Bergson.

"This fascinating volume suggests the ways in
which cultural criticism in interwar Japan was crea-
tive and subversive at the same time—an expression,
in Japan as in Europe, of the light and shadows that
played over those hopeful, terrible decades."
—Carol Cluck, Columbia University
Cloth: $39.95 ISBN 0-691-05570-X

Governing the Market
Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East
Asian Industrialization
Robert Wade

Why have not just Japan, but also Taiwan and South Korea, been so successful in economic
development? Focusing on Taiwan but with comparisons to Korea, Japan, and Hong Kong, the
author traces the government's role in different industries over time, including policies of indus-
trial promotion, organization of the economic bureaucracy, and the political calculations behind
the policies. The final chapter presents ten unorthodox lessons from East Asian experience that
might inform strategies of economic and political development strategy elsewhere.

"Robert Wade is one of the few interdisciplinary scholars seriously studying the industrial pol-
icies of the high-growth East Asian economies... .Governing the Market is a major contribution
to the social science of the future."
—Chalmers Johnson, University of California, San Diego
Cloth: $44.50 ISBN 0-691-04242-X

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE OR

41 WILLIAM ST. • PRINCETON, NJ 08540 <
ORDERS: 800-PRS-ISBN (777-4726)

(609) 258-4900
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